INNOVATIVE, CREATIVE AND LEADING-EDGE PRODUCTS
FOR YOUR POOL & SPA ENTERTAINMENT ENVIRONMENT
AQUABELLA LLC ("AQUABELLA") is a nationwide authority with glass and porcelain tile products. Our company has deep expertise in the industry, with a constant focus on both innovation and service.
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## Color and Shade Variation:

Please note: Glass and ceramic tile can feature shifts in color and tone - from smooth and subtle, to wide swings and variations. Any naturally occurring shifts are part of the inherent beauty of our tile. Please be sure to inspect physical samples to ensure the correct tile selection. Tiles can be graded on the following guide:

**V2 = Slight Variation:** Clearly distinguishable differences in texture and/or pattern within similar colors.

**V3 = Moderate Variation:** While the colors present on a single piece of tile will be indicative of the colors to be expected on the other tiles, the amount of colors on each piece may vary significantly. For example “that little bit of color” on one piece of tile may be the primary color on the next piece.

**V4 = Random Variation:** Random color differences from tile to tile, so that one tile may have totally different colors from that on other tiles. Thus, the final installation will be unique.

Also available in 6”x6” Single Bullnose
Add a sense of sophistication to your spaces with our Abyss Series. Shades of marbled green and blue will highlight your décor making it a focal point that will stand out in any setting.
A place to rest, a refuge, a sunny beach or a peaceful ocean, whatever bliss means to you, our Paradise Series can transform any space into your ultimate pleasurable destination.

PARADISE

PARADISE A place to rest, a refuge, a sunny beach or a peaceful ocean, whatever bliss means to you, our Paradise Series can transform any space into your ultimate pleasurable destination.

From the rooftops, to the flag, and on to the fishing boats, blue and gray dominate the landscape of Greece which inspires our Greek Isles Series. Vivid colors will fill any design replicating the renowned style from Mykonos and the other isles.

GREEK ISLES

GREEK ISLES From the rooftops, to the flag, and on to the fishing boats, blue and gray dominate the landscape of Greece which inspires our Greek Isles Series. Vivid colors will fill any design replicating the renowned style from Mykonos and the other isles.

PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.

GR-662 CRETE 6X6 SHOWN INSTALLED
TERRA AQUA

Terra Aqua evokes the primary elements of nature, and the skill and creativity of Italian craftsmen. The four earthy, tactile colors, irregular lines and uneven surfaces of the Terre recall traditional terracotta ware.
Night Life
Alive and elegant, give yourself a treat with our Night Life Series. Leave all worries behind and embrace the simplicity of a ballad or the tranquil peace that comes to your soul.

Please note: tile color and tone may vary. Please inspect physical tile samples to ensure an accurate selection.
A collection of natural volcanic stone, formed in a variety of sizes, our Volcano Series can create an expressive force of power and refinement. This three-dimensional decor generates rich variation, suitable for surprising spaces and refined moods.
With our Oasis Series, all your environments become a place for restocking and rest, a refuge from the storms, a haven to recover energy.

PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.

OA-230 GRIGIO 2X2
OA-30 GRIGIO 6X6
OA-30 GRIGIO DECO 6X6
OA-244 MARINE 2X2
OA-44 MARINE 6X6
OA-44 MARINE DECO 6X6
OA-260 BLUE 2X2
OA-60 BLUE 6X6
OA-60 BLUE DECO 6X6
OA-270 STORM 2X2
OA-70 STORM 6X6
OA-70 STORM DECO 6X6

OASIS

© AQUABELLA 2020

OA-60 BLUE 6X6 SHOWN INSTALLED

LOW VARIATION
MODERATE VARIATION
HIGH VARIATION
ITALIAN SLATE

Contrasts and juxtapositions come alive with our Italian Slate Series. Magical colors and flavors, exuberant landscapes and fashion styles will become part of your spaces.
The majestic Nordic fjords inspired our Fjord Series. Glacier blues, crisp greens, and misty grays take your breath away and leave you with the peaceful feeling of visiting western Norway.

**Fjord Series**

**FJ-1193 PEACEFUL 1X1 SHOWN INSTALLED**

**FJ-1298 SILENT 1X2**

**FJ-898 SILENT BLOCK RANDOM**

**FJ-1199 MISTY 1X1**

**FJ-897 MAJESTIC BLOCK RANDOM**

**FJ-1197 MAJESTIC 1X1**

**FJ-1297 MAJESTIC 1X2**

**FJ-1199 MISTY 1X2**

**FJ-899 MISTY BLOCK RANDOM**

**FJ-1193 PEACEFUL 1X1**

**FJ-1197 MAJESTIC 1X1**

**FJ-1198 SILENT 1X1**

**FJ-1199 MISTY 1X1**

**FJ-893 PEACEFUL BLOCK RANDOM**

**FJ-897 MAJESTIC BLOCK RANDOM**

**FJ-898 SILENT BLOCK RANDOM**

**FJ-899 MISTY BLOCK RANDOM**

**PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.**

**FJ-1193 PEACEFUL 1X1 SHOWN INSTALLED**

© AQUABELLA 2020
The strength of a storm and the calm of a breeze reflect in our new High Seas Series. Dark blues and shades of gray blend together to create a powerful statement for your spaces.
Vibrant colors dominate our Caribbean Series. Bright greens, pulsating copper shades and soothing blues will take the stage of your designs.

**CARIBBEAN**

**PLEASE NOTE:** TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.

- CB-1260 NEVIS 1X2
- CB-660 NEVIS 6X6
- CB-1261 GRAND CAYMAN 1X2
- CB-661 GRAND CAYMAN 6X6
ABYSS 3X3 — Add a sense of sophistication to your spaces with our Abyss Series. Shades of marbled green and blue will highlight your décor making it a focal point that will stand out in any setting.
EL DORADO

Give your designs a mystical touch with our El Dorado Series. Touches of gold and silver will embellish the blue from the skies and the gray from the Andes Mountains.

PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.

ED-1275 ARGONAUT 1X2
ED-675 ARGONAUT 6X6
ED-1276 CLAIM JUMPER 1X2
ED-676 CLAIM JUMPER 6X6

© AQUABELLA 2020
Earth tones, pale blues, and misty grays define the London Series. An embedded sparkle of glitter gives this glass London Series an eye-catching royal touch.
Majestic mountains, lush vegetation and peaceful beaches are some of the images that will come to your mind with our Tahitian Series. Our colors hint of the deep blue ocean and coastline greens.

NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.

TH-686 COASTLINE 6X6, AND TH-686 DECO SHOWN INSTALLED
The relaxing colors of our Shimmer Series will lead your thoughts to the Caribbean Islands. A total escape from worries will invite you to soothe yourself and enjoy the moments you are living.
Soak your spaces with the light of our Sunny Days Series. Your environments will exude upbeat moods, and the delight of bright sunsets will fill your soul.

PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.
In the Monet series, colors and shapes express the impressions of nature. From a cloudy storm to the first lights of the day, our pallet of colors and shapes are sure to transport you to the painting stations of Monet, Degas, Renoir, and many others.
Dive into the peaceful greens and blues of our Northern Seas Series. Let your soul be filled with the immensity of these calming waters and reconnect with your center. Contemplate on your bright future while navigating the Baltic or Irish seas.
NOTE: THIS TILE IS NOT WARRANTED AS A SLIP RESISTANT SURFACE FOR FOOT TRAFFIC.

PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.
Immerse yourself in the deep blues and greens of our Atlantic Series. Relax and enjoy as clean designs and stunning colors become your gateway to peace.
Inviting and elegant spaces are created with a simple pallet, including pale greys and blues in our Riviera Series. The calm and soothing colors, mimicking the coastal areas, will bring a delicate balance to your designs.

**RV2426 GRAY BLUE 2X4 SHOWN INSTALLED**

**PLEASE NOTE:** TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.

- RV-2426 PORTOFINO 2X4
- RV-2427 GENOA 2X4
- RV-2428 MONACO 2X4
- RV-2429 RAPALLO 2X4
The colors of paradise on earth, the Pacific Islands, shine through our Typhoon Series. Invoke those relaxing days, warm nights and cloudless skies with our porcelain mosaics, while adding some flair to your designs.

TY-180 FIJI 1X1
TY-380 FIJI 3X3
TY-580 FIJI 1X2
TY-780 FIJI AKRON
TY-181 BALI 1X1
TY-381 BALI 3X3
TY-581 BALI 1X2
TY-781 BALI AKRON
PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.
AURORA BOREALIS

The magic of the Northern Lights permeates the design of the Aurora Borealis Series. The striking colors and shimmer of this glass tile will remind you of the beauty of this natural phenomenon.
The driving and cleansing force of waterfalls and rivers inspire our Cascade Series. Roaring and in continuous motion, add a sense of strength and harmony to all your designs.

PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.
Classic and modern combine in our Voyage Series. The colors of this series provide warmth and fresh feeling, with touches of energetic vibes, resulting in relaxing and beautiful designs.
The blue of the sky, the turquoise of the waters, the green lush of the trees, the golden sparkles of the sand: combine them all, and you get our Bora Bora Series.

PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.

BB-1246 WAVE 1X2
BB-646 WAVE 6X6
BB-1247 CORAL 1X2
BB-647 CORAL 6X6
BB-1248 MARINA 1X2
BB-648 MARINA 6X6
The mountains, valleys, deserts, and canyons, all motivated us to create our Terrain Series. For all those who are passionate about nature, this series will be a constant reminder of those great scenic landscapes.
Our Timeless Series will add a classic touch and a distinguished style, with a modern hint, to all of your designs.

**TIMELESS**

- TM-656 TIMELESS BLUE 6X6 SHOWN INSTALLED
- TM-256 TIMELESS BLUE 2X2

Give your spaces a more eclectic look with our Fusion/Mix Series. Cohesive colors and mixes will bring a fresh and modern look to your designs.

**FUSION**

- TM-656 TIMELESS BLUE 6X6 SHOWN INSTALLED
- FSN-1 TIDAL WAVE 1X1
- FSN-4 NORTH COVE 1X1

PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.
VALLEY

A secluded space between mountain ranges inspires our Valley Series, imitating the different colors of this naturally beautiful terrain.

VA-233 BLUE CHINA 2X2
VA-236 PEACOCK 2X2
VA-633 BLUE CHINA 6X6
VA-636 PEACOCK 6X6
VA-636 PEACOCK DECO 6X6
VA-633 BLUE CHINA DECO 6X6
From the deep blue of the frozen tundra to the dark black of volcanic obsidian, or the mix of greens and blues off the coast of Monaco, the Aqua Series from Aquabella will take you on a journey to the most refreshing paradises around the world.

AQUA

The Art Palace of Italy gives life to our Tuscany series. The skies and undulating hills of Florence, Pisa, and Siena are replicated in this line to bring a little of the Renaissance to your spaces.

TUSCANY
The deep blue of the sky from Venice, Verona, and Treviso dominate our Veneto Series, a whisper of olive tones and classic design add to this beautiful series.
Relive the moments that brought happiness to your life with our Reminiscing Series. Create spaces that will bring cozy feelings and good memories to your home.

There is something about the beach that is calming, and even therapeutic. That serenity is the inspiration behind our Harmony Series. Turn your spaces into a waterfront refuge with this blend of style and grace.
The relaxing feeling of the beach, with the breeze blowing on your face is the inspiration of our Ocean Breeze Series. The blue shades, with brown and green touches will create moments for you to feel free of all worries.
Shades of blue and gray take over our Southern Isles Series. Turn your spaces into a gateway for fantasy, a place to daydream and unwind from all worries.

**SOUTHERN ISLES**

**SIS-1101 MIX 1 1X1**

**SIS-1106 MIX 6 1X1**

**SIS-1201 MIX 1 1X2**

**SIS-1206 MIX 6 1X2**

The soothing movement of the ocean inspires our Tidal Waves Series. Feel at peace with the different tones of blue turquoise, and gray and ebb into a stress-free environment.

**TIDAL WAVE**

**TW-3390 RIP CURL 3X3**

**TW-3392 SWELL 3X3**

**TW-3394 BREAKER 3X3**

**SIS-1206 UDEN MIX 6 1X2 SHOWN INSTALLED**

**PLEASE NOTE: TILE COLOR AND TONE MAY VARY. PLEASE INSPECT PHYSICAL TILE SAMPLES TO ENSURE AN ACCURATE SELECTION.**
DEPTCH & SAFETY MARKERS

AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH AND METRIC MEASUREMENTS

HIGH QUALITY DEPTH MARKERS & SAFETY TILES

- 6˝ WHITE NON FROST RESISTANT TILE
- A-3602 WHITE NON FROST RESISTANT TILE,
- 6˝ WHITE FROST RESISTANT TILE
- 6˝ WHITE FROST RESISTANT AND NON SKID TILE
AVAILABLE STYLES / COLORS

WATER FEATURES

MEDALLION 5"X5"*
FLEURETTE 6"X6"*
WAVE HAND HOLD 6"X6"*
LION 7"X7"*
FANNED PALM 8"X8"*
GOTHIC SCONCE 11"X6"*
SCALLOPED SCONCE 15"X10"*

ANTIQUE

BIANCO

BLUE

BRONZE

GOLD

NOCHE

SILVER

TRAVERTINE

*Nominal Size © AQUABELLA 2020

Please note: Tile color and tone may vary. Please inspect physical tile samples to ensure an accurate selection.
ACCENTS

STEP MARKERS:
24" X 3"
TLSM-2403-MU
TLSM-2403-GR
TLSM-2403-BB
TLSM-2403-NA

TURTLE – TR
5" X 5"
TR-0505-MU
TR-0505-GR
TR-0505-NA
TR-0505-BB
TR-0505-MU
TR-0505-GR
TR-0505-NA
TR-0505-BB

TURTLE – TL
5" X 5"
TL-0505-MU
TL-0505-GR
TL-0505-NA
TL-0505-BB
TL-0505-MU
TL-0505-GR
TL-0505-NA
TL-0505-BB

TURTLE – TS
5" X 5"
TS-0505-MU
TS-0505-GR
TS-0505-NA
TS-0505-BB
TS-0505-MU
TS-0505-GR
TS-0505-NA
TS-0505-BB

*NOMINAL SIZE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Fish 3&quot;x3&quot;*</th>
<th>Fleur De Lis 5&quot;x5&quot;*</th>
<th>Sand Dollar 5&quot;x5&quot;*</th>
<th>Seahorse 2&quot;x5&quot;*</th>
<th>Starfish Spotted 5&quot;x5&quot;*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aqua</td>
<td>FI-0503-AQ</td>
<td>FL-0505-AQ</td>
<td>SD-0505-AQ</td>
<td>SH-0205-AQ</td>
<td>SS-0505-AQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Blue</td>
<td>FI-0503-BL</td>
<td>FL-0505-BL</td>
<td>SD-0505-BL</td>
<td>SH-0205-BL</td>
<td>SS-0505-BL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>FI-0503-BR</td>
<td>FL-0505-BR</td>
<td>SD-0505-BR</td>
<td>SH-0205-BR</td>
<td>SS-0505-BR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>FI-0503-RB</td>
<td>FL-0505-RB</td>
<td>SD-0505-RB</td>
<td>SH-0205-RB</td>
<td>SS-0505-RB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>FI-0503-RD</td>
<td>FL-0505-RD</td>
<td>SD-0505-RD</td>
<td>SH-0205-RD</td>
<td>SS-0505-RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand</td>
<td>FI-0503-SA</td>
<td>FL-0505-SA</td>
<td>SD-0505-SA</td>
<td>SH-0205-SA</td>
<td>SS-0505-SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teal</td>
<td>FI-0503-TE</td>
<td>FL-0505-TE</td>
<td>SD-0505-TE</td>
<td>SH-0205-TE</td>
<td>SS-0505-TE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LIMITED PRODUCT WARRANTY: Aquabella guarantees its products will meet or exceed the performance specifications outlined in the most current version of Aquabella’s Test Results Chart.

WARRANTY: In the event of latent defects caused by improper manufacturing, the company will replace any defective units FOB its warehouses (installation not included), provided the company is notified within one year of installation or within 18 months of shipment of product, whichever occurs first. In all cases, specific installation details, structural design and environmental conditions are beyond the control of the company. Aquabella cannot accept responsibility for the performance of its products where improper installation, design or environmental conditions exist.

IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE: Aquabella limits the duration of the implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose to one-year or the maximum statutory period prescribed by law, whichever is less. Failure to comply with recommended applications voids this warranty. To the maximum extent allowable by federal and state law, this warranty supplements or supersedes federal and state consumer goods warranty protections.

DISCLAIMER: Natural stone products are mined and cut from natural formations. Because these products are not subject to a manufacturing process Aquabella does not warrant natural stone products for shade, size, thickness, warping, cleft variations, surface finish variations, or other natural variances. Any misuse of the product, including physical or chemical abuse or negligence is not covered by this warranty. Any defect, visual or otherwise, that is apparent prior to installation is not covered by this warranty. In no event shall Aquabella’s liability on any claim made by anyone exceed the purchase price paid for the product by said customer in respect to the Aquabella materials on which damages are being claimed.